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LL NavigatorTM
User Guide
This document provides an overview of the functionality provided by LL
Navigator 1.2.0.6
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Getting started
LL Navigator is tool that shows OpenText Content Server as a Windows Explorer tree in a browser. It
consists of a single HTML file. Throughout this document Content Server is used to refer to both Content
Server and Livelink.
Open Content Server in your browser and start LL Navigator by opening the LL Navigator HTML file.
Alternatively, in Content Server instances where the LL Navigator option has been added to the
Enterprise menu select the option “LL Navigator”.

Figure 1. Content Server Enterprise menu with the option to open LL Navigator.
Note: using standard Content Server permissions it is possible to control access to the HTML file, i.e.
control access to the LL Navigator tool.

LL Navigator tree
The LL Navigator tree in the left hand pane shows Content Server content in a Windows Explorer like
interface. See the left pane in the figure below.

Figure 2. LL Navigator tree showing Content Server content in a Windows Explorer like interface.
The expand

and collapse

buttons allow navigation through the structure. A small yellow arrow will
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be shown adjacent to an item upon expanding to indicate that the latest information is being retrieved
from Content Server.
Clicking on a document link will initiate the downloading of the document. Clicking on a folder or project
or similar object like E-mail folder or Compound Document will display the item in the standard Content
Server view in the right hand pane.
The

and

buttons increase / decrease the width of the right hand pane.

Creating new items
Users can create new items like Documents, Compound Documents, Folders or E-mail Folders using the
buttons from the toolbar (under the Content view).

Figure 3. Menu options for the LL Navigator Content view.
The new item forms (e.g. Add Folder) shown are the same as for standard Content Server and also allow
the user to specify category details. The visibility of the button “Add E-mail Folder” can be set by the LL
Navigator Administrator.
Note: it is only possible to create a new item in the selected location providing you have sufficient
permissions in Content Server. Item creation in LL Navigator behaves the same way as in standard
Content Server. For example, it is not allowed to create a folder in a Compound Document.

Deleting items
Items can be deleted by selecting one or more items using the checkboxes and then clicking the “Delete”
button near the top of the screen. It is also possible to use the “DEL” key on the keyboard.
Note: deletion of items is only possible if the user has sufficient permissions. An error message will be
displayed in case of failure.
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Uploading multiple items
This only applies to Chrome, Opera, FireFox, Internet Explorer 10 and 11.
There are three ways to upload multiple items. The first method is to use the “Upload View” to display
the “Choose Files” button

Figure 4. LL Navigator’s Upload view.
The “Choose Files” button allows the user to select one or more files from the local computer or a file
server. The details of the selected content are shown in the right hand pane.

Figure 5. LL Navigator Upload view after the user has selected multiple documents.
The checkboxes (marked in red) allow the user to filter out items that do not need to be uploaded. After
the user has selected one or more files the “Categories” button is enabled. The “Categories” button
allows selection of one or more categories (using the standard Content Server category form).
To initiate the uploading of the selected file(s) click the “Upload” button. Folders will be greyed out
upon successful creation and documents will be simply removed from the list upon successful uploading
into Content Server. When the upload is completed the upload characteristics are shown.
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The second method is to drop one or more files into the “Drop folders/files here” area in the top right
corner. Initiate the uploading by clicking the “Upload” button.

Figure 6. LL Navigator Upload view with the visible drop area for folders/files.
Note: in Chrome and Opera complete folder structures can be dropped. FireFox and Internet Explorer 10
and 11 only allow drag and drop of files.
The third method is to directly drag multiple files (and also folders on Chrome/Opera) into the LL
Navigator tree.

Figure 7. Drag and drop of files from Windows Explorer to the LL Navigator tree.
This will again display the details in the right hand pane. Click the “Upload” button to initiate the
uploading.
Note: files with a size of 0 kB are automatically excluded. Files exceeding the maximum file size (500 MB
for Chrome / Opera / FireFox and 250 MB for Internet Explorer) are also excluded. Lastly, if the total
document volume exceeds the maximum upload volume (typically set to 2048 MB for Chrome and 2048
MB for Internet Explorer by the LL Navigator administrator) the upload is also cancelled.
Items that are skipped or failed are marked in amber and red respectively. The icon adjacent to the item
displays the reason for the failure.
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Figure 8. Example of an upload report when a document is skipped. The information icon adjacent to the
name contains details whey the item has been skipped.

Note: if the target container (e.g. folder) has a category with an empty required attribute LL Navigator
will show a popup window and the user needs to specify a value prior to uploading.

Email support
This section only applies to Content Server / Livelink instances configured with Livelink Explorer Pro 4.8.x
or OpenText Explorer 10.0 or Enterprise Connect 10.5.
It is not possible to directly drag and drop emails from Microsoft Outlook into Content Server using LL
Navigator. To transfer emails (plus attachments) from Outlook into Content Server first drag and drop
the emails from Outlook to the desktop. Then drag and drop the emails from the desktop to the LL
Navigator tree or drop area. If the msg files are uploaded to an E-mail folder LL Navigator will
automatically extract the email metadata such as To, CC, From, Subject and Sent/Received dates and
populate the corresponding fields in the E-mail folder.

Figure 9. E-mail folder with email metadata fields after uploading Outlook msg files.
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And

Figure 10. E-mail details for an Outlook msg file after uploading to Content Server using LL Navigator.

Users can also create new E-mail folders using the toolbar button in the “Content View”.
LL Navigator also allows users to preview emails in the browser without opening each email file
separately. By hovering the mouse over the icon of an email message in the tree the email contents is
displayed in the right hand pane. This uses cached information hence the email contents is displayed
within a split second.

Figure 11. Email text preview for an email.
Note: the “Add E-mail folder” is only shown when the Enterprise Connect (or Livelink Explorer) module
has been installed, the user must have the privilege to create E-mail folders and the administrator has
configured LL Navigator to display the “E-mail folder” button.
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Move and copy within Content Server
It is possible to move or copy items within Content Server using “drag and drop” and using a button.
To use “drag and drop” simply select an item in the Navigator tree and drop the item in the target
location. To move multiple items through “drag and drop” select multiple checkboxes and then drop one
of the items in the target location.
To copy item(s) instead of move click the ALT or CTRL or SHIFT key (and keep clicked) prior to dragging
the item(s).
To move items using the “Move” button (only visible when the Content view is selected) select one or
more items and click the “Move” button. Use the “Copy” button to copy items.
Note: moving or copying items requires permissions on the target location.

Downloading multiple items
This functionality is only available on Chrome, Opera, FireFox and Internet Explorer 10 and 11.
Select one or more documents in the Navigator tree and then select the “Download view”. Clicking the
“Download” button will initiate the downloading of the selected file(s).

Download & Zip
This functionality is only available on Chrome, Opera, FireFox and Internet Explorer 10 and 11.
Download & Zip (available in the Download view) allows a user to download items from Content Server
and place them into a zip file.

Figure 12. LL Navigator’s view with the “Download” and “Download & Zip” buttons
Download & Zip can be used to download multiple documents but it can also be used to download a
nested folder structure. The following types are supported:

Type (SubType)
Document (144)
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Emails (749)
Folders (0)
E-mail folders (751)
Compound Documents (136)
Projects (202)
Short cuts (1)
Enterprise Workspace (141)
Personal Workspace (142)

Only short cuts to documents and emails are supported.

Selecting an item will automatically result in the downloading of all nested content. To avoid selection of
very large data volumes the use of Download & Zip is throttled. If the selected data volume exceeds the
limit then the request is aborted and the user informed through a popup window.
The default limit for Internet Explorer 10 and 11 is 200 MB. For Chrome/Opera/FireFox the default limit
is set to 500 MB. The LL Navigator administrator may reduce this limit for operational reasons.
If the selected volume exceeds the limit the user needs to split the request into smaller chunks. LL
Navigator allows excluding of items by double clicking the item’s checkbox. For example, in the figure
below the contents of the folder Edge (and nested content) will be downloaded but the item “Folder
with several Office files” (plus nested content) will be excluded.
To include an item that has been selected for exclusion simply double click the item’s checkbox.

Figure 13. Download & Zip with an excluded item.
Some characteristics of “Download & Zip”:
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1. Automatically replaces illegal window characters in names such as / and * by an underscore _
character.
2. The name of the generated zip file uses the following naming convention
LLN_yyyymmddThhmmss.zip
3. Document name truncation
If the path (total of parent folder names and document name) exceeds the limit of 252
characters the document (or email) name is truncated.
4. Path name truncation
If the path exceeds the limit of 252 characters the names of the parent folders are automatically
truncated. The rationale for this is to avoid generating a zip file that cannot be opened on
Windows due to too long path names.
5. Capture original name in comments field in the zip file
If names are truncated and the truncated already exists then a sequence number is appended.
For example, document_1.docx
Note: not all zip tools show the comments field even when it is present and has a value.
6. Short cuts to items other than documents and emails are not supported. This is necessary to
avoid downloading massive volumes of data from different areas in a Content Server system that
are connected through short cuts.
If the download of an item has failed multiple times the report will list the item names of the failed
items.

Figure 14. Download & Zip statistics when one or more items have failed.
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Favourites
Content Server Favourites are also shown in LL Navigator. This provides users with fast access to content
located in deeply nested structures.

Figure 15. LL Navigator tree with multiple favourites.
To create a new Favourite use the following procedure. Select one or more items in the Navigator tree
and click the “Add Favourite” button near the top. This will then add the selected item(s) under the
Favourites section.

Last Location (only Chrome, Opera, FireFox and Internet Explorer 10 and
11)
The “Last Location” button allows a user to open the LL Navigator tree in exactly the same location as the
previous standard Content Server page. This way there is no need for users to manually click through the
different levels in the hierarchy to open the previous Content Server page in LL Navigator.
The LL Administrator can configure the visibility of the “Last Location” button.

Figure 16. LL Navigator navigation menu
The “Close” button enables a user to leave LL Navigator and continue working in the standard Content
Server view. If the right hand pane in LL Navigator shows a container like folder in the standard Content
Server view then clicking the close link will open that page. In case the right hand pane does not show
the standard Content Server view the close will open the page prior to opening LL Navigator or redirect
to the Enterprise Workspace.
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Miscellaneous
Select range of items
It is possible to select multiple items in the Navigator tree by selecting a range of checkboxes. Select one
checkbox and then press SHIFT and select another checkbox. All items between the two checkboxes will
be automatically selected.

Delete button
The “Delete” button on the keyboard can also be used to delete the items that have been selected.

Supported browsers
LL Navigator has been tested with Internet Explorer 8 through 11, Chrome, Opera and FireFox. The
functionality on Internet Explorer 8 and 9 is strongly limited (e.g. no uploading of multiple files, no
“download & zip”). The main benefit of using Chrome / Opera over FireFox and Internet Explorer 10/11 is
that it allows users to upload complete folder structures.

SLIM Applications
Mijnbouwstraat 120
2628 RX Delft, The Netherlands
www.slimapplications.com
info@slimapplications.com
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